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FAREWELL PARTY

by Ross Andrew Miesem

It's best when it rains. Yes, that means all outdoor

activities are canceled, but these are the moments that make

memories. The counselors make hot cider and we all sit in the

big cabin, telling ghost stories around the fire. Occasional

flashes of lightning remind all of us how fortunate we are to be

inside, and the tapping of rain on the windows is better than

any camp fight song.

Tomorrow, there will be canoe races and archery

competitions. We'll step out of our cabins in the morning and

breathe in the intoxicating smell of wet pine baking in the

early morning sun. The wet leaves will slide under our shoes,

and we'll make muddy footprints on the path as we skip and

scream to breakfast while birds chirp in the crisp mountain air.
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There will be time for that tomorrow. Tonight is about

s'mores and scary stories about men with hooks for hands and

someone's uncle who unknowingly gave a ride to the ghost of a

woman killed on that very road. We all know the stories by

heart, yet we still glance nervously at the cabin windows when

we think nobody else is looking, searching the darkness beyond

for signs of hook-wielding madmen, silhouetted in a flash of

lightning.

#

Before he opened his eyes, Leo lay still, trying to hold on

to the smell of wood smoke in the cabin and the taste of s'mores

on his tongue. He tried to imagine that he was still in his

bunk, all those years and miles behind him, cocooned in his

sleeping bag while his partners in crime did the same thing,

each one planning his part in the day's glorious adventures. If

there was a heaven, it was in that sleeping bag, feeling the

anticipation that comes before a day of riotous mischief.

Gradually, the reality around him crept in, and the gentle

tapping of rain on the cabin roof was replaced by the hum of a

vaporizer, exhaling mentholatum-infused water into the air. The

comforting warmth of a sleeping bag in a camp cot gave way to

the stiff white sheets between Leo's body and the brown knit

blanket that helped keep the heat in during the night.

Leo opened his eyes and gazed at the stucco texture pattern

on the ceiling. Like everything else in this place, it was
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artificially rustic, and seemed even more so in the hangover of

his vibrant dreams of camping as a child. The pattern, really

just painted texture on sheet rock, blended seamlessly into the

walls via smoothly rounded corners and continued until meeting

the baseboards that provided the line of demarcation between the

walls and the earthen tile floor. Even the tiles were fake. They

were some kind of industrial plastic, hardened and textured to

feel like glazed ceramic but guaranteed to last ten times longer

and never need waxing.

Leo sat up, placing his bare feet on the artificial tile

floor. Even the sensation of ceramic against skin felt

authentic, like a dull neon cold glowing against his foot. Put

enough heat to this house, and it would probably congeal into a

lump of hardened black chemical waste, but it felt like tile,

wood, and rough stucco. There was no need for authenticity

anymore. Everything could be engineered.

Vanessa had insisted he stay there for the week before the

party. They went out to lunches and dinners and reconnected with

old family members. They tried to spend a lot of time together,

but of course, Vanessa still had to work, so she was gone from

early morning until after dusk most days, and Leo was left to

his own devices, puttering around the empty house or searching

television channels for something that he considered worth

watching. There was very little worth watching.

Leo opened the heavy faux oak armoire in which he kept his
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luggage and grabbed the garment bag that he'd hung in the back a

week ago. His suit was over thirty years old, and Leo cared for

it like it was a newborn baby. Vanessa's mother had given him

this suit, and it was one of the few ways he could still connect

with her. She'd passed away many years ago, and there was little

guarantee they'd meet again. Had she lived another six months

and been scanned, things would have been different.

Behind the garment bag, leaning casually in the corner, was

an oar. It was a light wood, polished, stained, and worn down

through years of use. The blade was cut and nicked in places,

presumably from hitting the bottom of a riverbed during

continued heavy use in a canoe. Although his circumstances made

it impossible to be completely sure, Leo was could swear that

the armoire had been completely empty when he'd arrived.

Leo picked up the oar, and a flood of memories came rushing

back. He was again in his dream, bobbing up and down on the

surface of the lake, slick with sunblock, as he and three of his

compatriots tried to get back to the dock before the boys from

the cabin next door. Whoever got to the dock first had the

bragging rights, and got to eat the dessert of the losers. The

stakes were high. He could almost feel the sun on the back of

his neck, and instinctively rubbed there, worried he was going

to burn.

The slamming of a door brought Leo back to reality. He

discovered he'd been caressing the oar, and that it was wet. The
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wood along the blade of the oar was cool the touch, and when Leo

brought it to his nose, the way it smelled reminded him of mud

and water and warm summer air.

#

Late afternoon is when you want to be on the lake. Earlier

than that, and the sun's reflection is a blinding strobe on the

surface of the lake. Earlier than that, and the water hasn't

warmed up properly. In between whatever we have planned for the

afternoon, be it archery or hiking, and dinner, it was lake

time.

Racing to the dock, waving our oars like we were going to

battle, we would leap into the water with great whooping cries,

trying to splash the surface of the lake with the oar at the

same time for maximum splash effect.

We know that we only have a short while until the sun goes

down and the lake turns to ice water, and that fills our every

action with a sense of frenzied urgency. We splash and shout,

then leap into canoes and paddle out to the middle of the lake

where we hold competitions to see who can dive deepest, or who

can hold their breath the longest.

There's always that one skinny kid who can, for reasons

unknown to science, hold his breath for a minute and a half. The

first time, he pretends he's drowned, just to scare everyone

else. The next time, most of us are in on it, and we excitedly

look for new victims to try it out on.
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#

Leo's footsteps reverberated off of the walls in the long

passage between the room in which he was staying and the

cavernous main hall. Each of the wings of his daughter's

enormous house were connected by lengthy hallways, festooned

with items she had collected in her travels. Her position had

afforded her many opportunities to explore the world, and she

always made sure to return with trophies, both in the

professional and personal realms. The professional adorned her

portfolio, and the personal adorned the public areas of the

estate where she lived. Leo always imagined that, were he to

have lived to have seen his daughter's passing, the cavernous

hallways could hosted antiquities tours enough to keep the rest

of the house in good repair.

A third of the way up the ten-foot walls on either side of

the hallway, narrow windows with frosted glass let in muted

light that cast an unearthly light on the treasures contained

within. Today, some of the windows were open, letting in

slightly brighter shafts of light that illuminated long,

rectangular portions of the hall.

Leo slid his fingers over the tables and chairs along the

edges of the hallway as he passed them. They were spaced evenly,

as one might expect on the set of a Kubrick film, so that they

accented the placement of the various trophies that stood or

hung along the hall's length. It seemed that things were
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arranged, not thematically, or chronologically, but rather in

such a way that each item could be appreciated for the exquisite

piece of that it was. Leo wasn't sure, but he suspected that the

loot in each hallway was rotated for the seasons, so as to

display each item in the best possible way.

As Leo passed one of the slit-like windows, its gauze-thin

curtains rustled in the slight breeze making them dance like

apparitions trying to crash the party. Leo stopped, facing the

window and the antique mirror below it, and considered climbing

onto one of the tables so that he could stick his head outside

and feel the breeze. While weighing the wisdom of such a course

of action, Leo noticed the reflection of a red scrap of

something rustling behind him.

Turning around, Leo found himself looking at a black

lacquered rack upon which sat three Japanese swords: the long

katana, medium-sized wakizashi, and the dagger-sized tanto. Each

was displayed in a traditional fashion, from longest to

shortest, inside of polished black scabbards. Resting next to

the tanto, as though a part of the display, sat a wooden arrow

with a red cloth ribbon tied around it, just above the flights.

A gust of cool mountain air swept through the window, and

Leo recalled the archery contests of his youth. He was never

particularly good, and went years without winning anything.

Despite that, Leo's interest in archery had never waned. There

was something satisfying about firing an arrow at a distant
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target, watching it sail briefly through the air, then seeing it

slam into a target with a satisfying thunk.

#

Vanessa was at her appointed position when Leo entered the

kitchen, the calm in the center of a tempest made of catering

staff and decorators. Every once in a while, one of them would

drift in as though propelled by an errant current, ask a

question, then float away again once the usually curt answer was

received. When she saw Leo enter the kitchen, she put down the

vegetable knife she was using to sculpt radishes, and shook her

head at him.

"Dad, you didn't get your suit steamed, did you?" Her tone

suggested she was talking to an infant, and not someone who had

over eighty years of life pressing down on his shoulders.

Leo absently adjusted his shirt cuffs, tugging on them

while extending his arm so that the starched white sleeve was

visible. "My suit is fine, Vanessa. I'd rather go back to bed

anyway," said Leo, "I don't want to go through with this."

Vanessa set the knife down on the cutting board with a

practiced calmness and took a deep breath before speaking. "Dad,

we've had this debate before. What would you have me do? Stick

you in a closet somewhere so you can-"

"I'm not dead yet, Vanessa." Leo waved his arm dismissively

and sat down at the large kitchen table, pushing some of the

carefully arranged party decorations out of the way. Vanessa had
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carefully selected a moss green and taupe scheme for the party,

although Leo wasn't sure exactly why she selected those colors.

Vanessa walked around the kitchen's substantial island,

upon which a number of hors d'oeuvres were waiting on white

plates with moss green and taupe napkins. She pulled a seat next

to her father and took his hand, holding it in both of hers.

"Dad, you're sick and you know it. The doctors say you only

have a month or two at most, and then you might as well not even

be here. I don't want to lose you, dad. I want you to be there

for me and the kids."

"You're putting me in a jar, Vanessa," said Leo, "and it's

no better than being pinned to a board. I'm not a butterfly. I'm

an old man. You're not going to have me around. You're going to

have me in a box somewhere, where you can pull me out for

Thanksgiving and Christmas, strap in the kids, and force them to

endure a few painful hours with their long-dead grandpa. Never

mind that I won't know the world they're living in, but I'll see

it in their eyes. They won't know me, and they won't want to.

You're not doing this for me or your children, Vanessa. You're

doing it for you, so you don't have to grieve like you did with

your mother."

"It's the law. We don't have a choice," said Vanessa

quietly, returning to her radishes. "What do you expect me to

do? The party's today, Dad. Today. Even if I were willing to

squirrel you away in some corner so I could watch you slowly
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lose your mind, it's a little late for that now. People are

going to start showing up in the next couple of hours. The

machine is installed. Everything is ready. It's too late, Dad."

#

Sunshine Corner, the name given to the glass enclosure that

extended from the enormous common area, was the happiest place

in the house, according to Vanessa. This was where, when the

weather was dark and wet, she would curl up with a blanket and

watch tendrils of fog caress the countryside.

Leo smiled to himself, remembering the quiet afternoons

he'd spent with his daughter during his many visits. This was

their downtime area, where they'd each prop themselves up with

cushions and a good book, and just relish one another's company.

It wasn't often that Vanessa would consent to leave her

portfolio alone and spend some time relaxing, but when these

moments happened, they were simply magical.

To Leo, Sunshine Corner now looked like a nightmare. Moss

green crepe paper ribbons ran from one end of the room to the

other, weaving their way around taupe balloons. To Leo, it

looked like paper-mache mistletoe arranged in the shape of a

spiderweb, with the nuScan device at its center.

The machine itself was an imposing edifice. From certain

angles, it looked like a six-foot tall vacuum cleaner, down to

the candy apple red patina, badly chipped in a few places.

Halfway up the vertical cylinder that composed the machine's
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main body, a panel allowed access to a control console. Further

up the machine, another panel revealed an assortment of medical

devices, similar to that carried by a paramedic for the purpose

of monitoring their patients. It was possible, even if the

machine were not being used for its intended function, to

monitor anyone's vital signs using this equipment alone.

That was not this machine's purpose. Attached to its top

via a flexible rubberized arm, a set of dangling adhesive

electrodes, some semi-transparent tubes with needles attached to

them, and a sensor mesh intended to be worn on the head were

where the machine's business was carried out.

Two nuScan technicians, dressed in uniforms that straddled

the line between nurse and auto mechanic, were finishing

preparing the machine for use. With practiced efficiency, they

checked connections, verified fluid levels, and calibrated the

cold metal plates that were to be attached to Leo's skull.

A slim, businesslike nurse in a set of custom-tailored

powder blue hospital scrubs carried in a small leather satchel

with the nuScan logo embroidered on its side. She set it on one

of the many chairs that had been arranged throughout Sunshine

Corner, and removed another leather case. This one, she

unzipped, revealing three syringes, each filled with a liquid of

a different color.

The nurse gestured to a seat near her and said, "Sir,

please take a seat. It's time for your pre-medication."
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"So, tell me," said Leo as he sat down, "When was the last

time you scrambled someone's brain?"

One of the technicians, a burly man with a name tag that

said "Bradley," who had been wrapping slack cable into tight

loops, stopped and shook his head slowly.

"That doesn't happen anymore. Heck, it hasn't happened for

years. They took care of all of those problems a couple of

decades ago."

The first shot was warm, and spread over his body like a

calming ocean wave. Leo felt the gross anxiety over the

procedure starting to recede, no matter how hard he wanted to

hold on to it. Looking at the nurse and the technicians, he saw

three people who cared deeply for him staring back.

"Feeling better, sir?"

Leo felt like a happy drunk, and could only manage a goofy

smile and a slow nod.

The nurse smiled at him and took out the second syringe.

"These shots might sting a bit, but they're the important ones."

Leo nodded, feeling quite warm inside.

#

The Ceressentia, the latest product from the nuScan

corporation, was the industry's leading cerebral scanning

digitizer. Although there were a few other companies producing

similar machines, as the originator of the technology, nuScan

still had the market pretty much sewn up.
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Having started as a medical technology company that

specialized in high-resolution imaging, nuScan dominated the

market when they developed and patented the technology that

would allow for a human being's neural makeup to be scanned and

faithfully reproduced in a virtual environment. For the first

time, it was possible to digitally preserve someone and to

interact with them using commonly available virtual immersion

technology.

The one technical hurdle that nuScan never was able to

surmount was that the scanning and conversion process would

invariably flood the subject with chemicals and radiation that

would begin to degrade brain tissue within minutes. Tissue

degeneration was so rapid, in fact, that if a person's brain

wasn't completely scanned the first time, there was a chance

that an accurate scan could not be completed, and the image

would be only partially stored. Some early participants reported

that the chemicals induced disorientation and hallucinations

that briefly accompanied them even into their new virtual

existences. Less lucky subjects were unable to function at all

or were rendered psychotic and had to placed in storage until

they could be reconditioned, if that was a viable option in a

particular case. Still less fortunate individuals were little

more than corrupted data files after their scan, and could never

be recovered. Those sad cases had to be deleted. The families of

those individuals, of course, were not compensated due to iron-
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clad waivers that scanning subjects were required to sign.

That kind of outcome rarely occurred anymore. A regimen of

protective medications were now administered to scanning

subjects that, although toxic in the long term, were able to

provide short term protection to vital brain tissues, so that

portions of a scan that were corrupted or incomplete could be

attempted a second or even third time without significant risk.

A combination of factors led to scanning becoming

compulsory. Perhaps unsurprisingly, nuScan expanded into the

military sector, where they worked to adapt their technology to

less advertising-friendly purposes. Soldiers on the field could

use more portable versions of the technology to scan the brains

of enemy combatants and place them into a virtual interrogation

chamber, where endless tortures could be inflicted on virtual

bodies that could never die. With some careful editing, these

same combatants could be re-purposed to serve as computational

drones, working to solve some of the sizable math problems the

growing frontier of information warfare presented.

As could be expected, the demands of the military side of

the company soon outgrew those of the public sector. At first,

they were able to meet this increased demand by replicating some

of the individuals that had been captured, but the lack of

intellectual diversity that approach provided meant that the law

of diminishing returns reared its ugly head. Soon, the demands

being placed upon the legions of enslaved virtual workers were
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so great that some problems were projected to take decades to

solve.

It was then that nuScan suggested something that, until

that point, had been unthinkable. They would begin making copies

of those individuals who had been voluntarily scanned, and use

them to augment their virtual workforce. Very quickly, laws were

passed to enable this, and the nearly impossible calculations

were once again within reach.

As mankind began to explore beyond their terrestrial

sphere, with nations competing to reach new territory and claim

it first, the calculations became, once again, exponentially

more complex. This time, it was much easier for nuScan and the

government to agree on a workforce solution. They would

institute a draft, of sorts.

When a citizen met certain parameters, be they those of

age, health, or legal status, among others, it was then required

that they be scanned and copies of their neural pattern be added

to the government's virtual slave army, now euphemistically

called the "computational core." Government subsidies now

covered the costs of performing neurological digitization, and

public virtual visitation centers were opened everywhere to

begin the process of swaying public opinion in favor of the new

requirement.

#

For two hours now, the tables had been set. An hour after
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that, candles were lit, and a half hour before the party was to

start, hors d'oeuvres were strategically placed around the main

hall, the lounge, and the adjoining Sunshine Corner. Homogeneous

music played softly in the background, a soundtrack that

reinforced the soft homogamy of the party.

Leo sat, insensate from the neck up, watching events unfold

around him as though a towel were wrapped around his

consciousness. He was dimly aware of a fear, a distant sensation

that he should be feeling. The fear was a wasp flopping around

inside of his stomach, trying to find a place to sting that

wasn't pharmaceutically dulled. He felt it in there, bouncing

from one side to the other, and knew that feeling it still

wouldn't mean he cared. He was too numb for that.

From his vantage point in the main hall, Leo could see into

the foyer, were early party-goers proceeded through a snake-

shaped series of exhibits meant to document the life and

accomplishments of the guest of honor. The adult guests gazed at

each knick-knack and photograph for the appropriate amount of

time before moving on, while a few bored children twirled

impatiently at the end of their parents' arms. At the end of the

gauntlet, guests were handed cocktails, and they were free to

mingle.

At this point, only a few guests had arrived. They had

arranged themselves around the edge of the room, like nervous

children at a primary school social event, glancing around the
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room for familiar faces so they could focus on something other

than feeling out of place. Soon, enough people would arrive that

it would be possible to be anonymous in the crowd.

Vanessa, wearing an elegant maroon dress, moved from one

cluster of guests to the next, welcoming each with handshakes,

small talk, and a light laugh that sailed across the expanse of

the main hall. Through his gauze-stuffed and dulled senses, Leo

couldn't understand anything that was being said. All

conversations in the main hall were muffled, as though he were

hearing them through a wall.

As Leo's gaze wandered aimlessly through the room, he

noticed a knot of catering staff had gathered together. They

were standing in a semi-circle in the corner, arms interlinked,

and were singing. Leo concentrated, bending his entire will to

the task of hearing them, and finally was able to decipher the

song's lyrics:

"Sitting on a fencepost, chewin' my bubblegum

Playin' with my yo-yo

When along came Herman the worm

And he was this big.

So I said, Herman, what happened?

And he said, I ate my father."

When they finished singing, there was polite applause

before they picked up trays of hors d'oeuvres and returned to

work.
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#

"How does it work?" asked a young girl in a frilly dress

with ribbons that went from jasmine to saffron. Her father

smiled and picked up his daughter, placing her on the vinyl

stretcher that stuck out of the middle of the machine like a

gross parody of a Murphy bed. She giggled and positioned herself

against the padded head rest while her father pretended to

attach the various leads and tubes to her body.

"These are electrodes, and they listen for the sound your

brain makes," said the father, "These needles give you medicine

to help the machine read your brain. It makes your brain

excited, like when you have too much candy."

The little girl eyed the sharp needles while laughing at

her father's joke.

"This net creates what they call a variable wave

electromagnetic field, which uses wavelengths to-" said the

Father, halting when he realized that his daughter had no idea

what he was talking about. "This reaches different parts of the

brain, and makes them light up for the machine so it can read

what's there."

"Why?" asked the girl.

"Well," said the father, "you know how we go to visit

Grandpa sometimes? We put on the helmet and we go where he

lives?"

The girl nodded, remembering the fun visits she'd had.
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"This is how Grandpa got there," said the father.

"Why don't you use it on us, Daddy? Then we can move in

with Grandpa!" said the daughter, grinning broadly.

The father picked up his daughter, laughing. "No, kiddo.

We'll do it when it's time, but until then, we'll let Grandpa

have his peace and quiet."

#

The feeling of being cotton-wrapped was beginning to clear,

although Leo still found himself buoyed by a treacherous sort of

euphoria. The angry wasp still flopped and stung, and Leo felt

every bit of it. He was just too happy to care.

He pushed his way into the main hall, subtly altering the

Brownian motion of the party guests, and grabbed a glass of

champagne from a passing waiter. He recognized very few people,

and the slight buzzing in his head made it hard to recall the

names of those he did.

Small knots of people offered toasts to his future, while

others slapped him on the back and said they couldn't wait to

see what sort of place he crafted once he'd settled in to his

new life. Leo vaguely recalled an argument about that in the

past week.

Vanessa had a sheaf of paperwork she said he had to

complete, and he had refused to do so. She'd said that she had

power of attorney, and would fill out the papers for him if he

wouldn't, including the selection of his initial virtual
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environment.

As Leo tried to recall the specific details, the loud

clinking of a piece of flatware against a glass rang out, and

Vanessa's voice soared through the main hall.

"Everyone, we're about ready to begin, so if you could all

make your way to the atrium, we'll get started in five minutes,"

she said. There was a gentle tap on his shoulder, and Leo turned

to see the nuScan nurse standing next to him.

"If you're ready," she said, "I'll escort you to the

machine. We still have a few last-minute things to do while the

liaison gives a little talk."

Leo nodded and let the nurse slide her arm in his. It felt

nice to have a pretty girl one his arm again, and he was

interested to see what the liaison would have to say.

#

The last night at the cabin, before it shut down for good,

was a special night. The camp was closing permanently after this

season, and we die-hards had slurped every ounce of enjoyment

out of its final weeks we could. As luck would have it, there

was a tremendous storm that last night, and we were once again

able to spend it in the big cabin, curled up around the fire,

sipping hot cider and telling stories.

This time, the stories weren't about ghosts, but about the

memories we'd made. Counselors talked about their experiences as

young campers, and we supplemented them with recollections of
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our adventures over the past few yeas. In that moment, with the

rain tap-dancing on the roof and the windows, the fire shooting

occasional sparks onto the flagstone hearth, and the smell of

cider and marshmallows in the air, we were not counselors and

campers. We were all veterans, sharing war stories of glories

past.

The next day, we were to all climb into our parents'

station wagons and begin the wistful journey down the mountain.

Some of the counselors and maintenance staff would stay behind,

stripping the place bare of anything they could carry out.

Only the infrastructure would be left. Wooden buildings, an

archery range, the horse stables, and the docks that jutted into

the lake would remain, left behind to gradually disintegrate

over the years to come.

Tonight, however, was sentiment and warm memories. In the

light of the fire and the sound of the rain, the camp was

eternal, and we could return there any time we wanted. All we

had to do was close our eyes, and we'd be walking along the

rain-slicked path once more, sliding over damp leaves on our way

to the lake.

#

"Leo? Leo, can you hear me?" said a woman in the crowd.

Leo, sitting on the vinyl stretcher next to the nuScan

machine, twisted around to see who had spoken, no one in the

crowd who had assembled in Sunshine Corner seemed a likely
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candidate. As he turned, several of the electrodes that were

already attached to his body popped off, and the technician who

was prepping him for the procedure spoke in a professional voice

stretched to the limits of its capability to be courteous.

"Sir," he said, "You'll need to stay still and restrict

your movements, or we'll be here all night. I'm going to

reattach these now, and you need to not move a muscle. If you

need to move, let me know, and we can help you out."

Across the room, standing on a foot-high platform that also

supported a portable metal podium, the liaison was giving a

brief history of the nuScan process. The liaison was a handsome

man in a sparkling white suit with a dark red nuScan logo

tastefully embroidered on his lapel. Leaning casually on the

podium, he spoke as though addressing a congregation composed of

his closest friends.

"Today, our friend Leo crosses that gleaming bridge into

his future," said the liaison, smiling broadly. "He is lucky

enough, I'll have you know, to be one of the first to be scanned

using the nuScan Ceressentia, our flagship cerebral scanning

digitizer. Not only is this instrument faster and more reliable

than any of our previous units, but it's able to reconstruct

pieces of memory thought lost to ordinary cerebral deterioration

caused by the aging process. A few minutes after Leo enters his

new virtual life, memories he'd long since thought gone will

again become available."
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There was polite applause. Most of the crowd already knew

this, as nuScan's marketing campaign had been omnipresent for

several months. The liaison rubbed his hands together and

chuckled. "Well, that's enough with the sales pitch. Let's get

down to it. I'm sure most of you have been to an event like this

before, but let's see a show of hands for the first-timers."

A few hands went up, mostly from younger attendees, and the

liaison nodded and said, "That's what I'd expect to see. Let me

give you a quick rundown of what you can expect, so there are no

surprises once things are underway. We began preparing for this

procedure long before arriving this afternoon."

The liaison stepped down from the platform, walked to the

nuScan machine, and leaned against the central tube that made up

its bulk. He gestured at Leo and continued talking.

"This man has a more complex life than can be simply

recorded in his brain, and its in all of our interests," he

said, emphasizing the point by gesturing towards the assembled

guests with both of his hands, "to make sure that Leo continues

to have a happy and healthy life after moving into his new home.

To that end, our research team created the most comprehensive

dossier on this man that has ever been assembled. Trust me,

we've done this enough times; we are very, very good at it."

Leo concentrated as hard as he could, and interrupted the

liaison's monologue. "Did your team figure out that I don't want

to do this?" he said.
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The liaison wasn't phased, and let out an easy laugh.

"Don't you worry Leo, you're in good hands here." He then turned

his attention back to the guests, keeping one hand firmly on

Leo's shoulder. "We have advanced our technology to the point,

in fact, that we can reconstruct missing memories, as long as

there's enough external data to work with."

The liaison became somber, sounding like a doctor giving a

loved one bad news. "We know that Leo has a degenerative

condition. This shouldn't be news to anyone here.  It manifested

itself a year ago, and despite a heroic battle, well, who could

imagine someone who fought harder than this man here?"

There was a general murmur of agreement from the crowd and

supportive smiles cast in Leo's direction. The liaison

continued, "Despite his best efforts and those of his family,

there are memories that have disappeared from Leo's mind

entirely. Our team has been hard at work reconstructing those

memories, and have already stored them inside of this

Ceressentia unit!" The liaison slapped the side of the machine,

and beamed at the crowd, who were grinning and applauding.

Having earned the goodwill of the guests, the liaison

switched gears. "Leo will not only be moving into one of our

premier virtual environments, complete with deluxe user

customization options," he said, "but he will also, in a very

real way, be helping us with the campaign out at Ares base. We

all know that the Slav-Asian Compact has been, well, let's say
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'harassing' our settlements on Mars. Leo here gets to move up to

the front lines, so to speak."

The liaison paused for effect, watching the faces of the

crowd, looking for the few expressions of distaste or confusion

he expected to see, then continued.

"Don't worry. The Leo you know and love won't change in the

least. As part of the privileged group of individuals who get to

live, without expense, in these premier virtual estates, Leo has

signed documents that authorize us to make a reference copy of

some of his cognitive markers. Nothing will be done to the Leo

you see before you in this effort, but some data will be

replicated that helps us to defend ourselves against those who

seek to harm our good citizens working up in the colonies."

Leo had been absently listening to the liaison's speech,

slowly feeling the fog clearing from his head, only to be

replaced with a pounding headache. The multitude of candles

seemed suddenly too bright, like an army of suns, burning from

his iris through the back of his skull.

Leo started to raise his hand to cover his eyes, but one of

the nuScan technicians grabbed his wrist and held it down.

"Perfectly still, sir," he said through clenched teeth.

"Final prep," said the other technician, jabbing Leo's arm

with a syringe that was filled with a cloudy blue fluid. As the

plunger pushed the drugs into his arm, Leo noticed that there

appeared to be rainbow-colored threads floating within the
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liquid. A cold sensation spread from the injection site, and

within fifteen seconds, Leo was completely paralyzed.

The liaison gestured towards Leo, who was now being laid

down on the stretcher, wires and tubes dangling from his body,

and covered him with a glossy red sheet that seemed to be a

combination of plastic and crepe. "Since our honored guest has

now been prepared, the procedure can begin."

"The frail and sick man," he said, "valiant as he was, will

soon no longer be with us. He will be a new man, made whole,

powerful, vital, and, most importantly, alive!"

The assembled guests cheered and clinked their respective

drinks together, until the liaison raised a hand to silence

them. He smiled softly and walked back to the podium, speaking

smoothly as he moved.

"Now, I did tell some of you, ahem, virgins that I'd fill

you in on what to expect." Some members of the crowd giggled,

and then the liaison continued, a soft smile on his face. "I

shall now do just that."

"First," he said, "this man will no longer live in his

body. You can wave good by to that. He will evolved! He will

transcend this mortal coil. As the nuScan Ceressentia creates a

more complete digital image than Leo possesses even now, he will

no longer need a corporeal body."

The liaison gestured into the air above him, as though

sprinkling fairy dust. "He will be a being of pure energy, in a
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very real sense."

With an overly-theatrical flourish, the liaison pressed a

button on the machine, and all of the lights went out.

#

The only thing Leo could do was lie in the dark, breathe

shallowly, and hope that he didn't accidentally suck the flimsy

plastic into his throat and suffocate before they'd completed

the scan. It was still pitch black in the room, and there were

no indications of sound or movement on the other side of the

plastic sheet that covered him.

With nothing else to occupy his time, Leo now wished that

he'd accepted the pre-scanning counseling session that was

offered to him.

"I've been pig-headed," he thought to himself, "and now I

don't know how this is going to work. How will I know they've

finished? Will it hurt?"

"Leo?" said a soft female voice with a slight echo, as

though she were speaking through a metal tube, "Leo, can you

hear me?"

Leo tried to speak, to nod his head, but only succeeded in

wiggling his tongue up and down. His body felt warm and

comfortable, as though wrapped tightly in a soft cotton blanket,

and his extremities were tingling.

"There! Right on schedule. Looks like it's all linked,"

said another voice, this one more masculine but just as tinny.
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"Okay, Leo," said the female voice, "this may have been a

bit disorienting, but we're done now. You had a lot of damage

because of the lesions, so the reconstruction took longer than

we'd expected."

From the periphery of his vision, Leo became aware of a

soft light growing in the room. The tingling in his extremities

began to slowly fade into dull pins and needles.

"We didn't get to give you the counseling session, because

your daughter handled all the arrangements. She's going to have

to help you with the adjustment period, until you can handle

things on your own."

The plastic sheet was suddenly yanked off, and Vanessa was

standing over him, smiling. It was the middle of the day, and

Sunshine Corner was deserted except for Vanessa, Leo, and the

hospital stretcher upon which he was resting.

"How are you feeling, daddy?" said Vanessa.

Leo slowly sat up and quickly took stock of himself. He

felt clearer than he had in a long time. He stood up, and

immediately noticed that he felt more physically fit than he had

in years, certainly more so than when he'd gotten sick.

For a brief moment, Leo felt shame wash over him at what a

stubborn ass he'd been, but it quickly passed, and he smiled at

his daughter. "Vanessa," he said, "Good. I feel good."

Vanessa smiled and took Leo's hand, guiding him out of

Sunshine Corner, through the deserted main hall and foyer, to
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the front door of the house. She put her hand on the door

handle, then stopped and smiled.

"I almost forgot," she said, and produced a polished wooden

oar. "You'll need this."

Leo took the oar, confused, and watched as Vanessa opened

the front door.

Outside, instead of the neatly trimmed front lawn, the

expansive driveway, and the carefully-sculpted topiary, Leo was

confronted with a narrow muddy path that wound through a stand

of pine trees. A crisp breeze passed through the door, and Leo

smelled campfires, trees, and the unmistakable scent of s'mores.

Vanessa tapped Leo on the shoulder and said, "Daddy, this

is just until you get settled in and learn to control the

environment yourself. The nuScan guys said you'd like it a lot,

so I told them to set this up."

Leo nodded, gave his daughter a quick hug, then meandered

down the trail towards the camp.

He hoped it would rain tonight. It's best when it rains.


